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The following individuals have been booked into the Sherburne County Jail for the alleged offense(s):

Franklin James Benjamin, 61, of Onamia, for fleeing in motor vehicle and Driving after Cancellation-IPS.

Justin Michael Johnson, 21, of Zimmerman, for 4th degree assault (2 counts), interference with 911 call, and obstructing.

Joshua Aaron Melendez, 34, of Saint Louis Park, for violation of an Order for Protection.

Benjamin Anthony Tschida, 36, of Elk River, for violation of a No Contact Order (2 counts) and a Morrison County warrant.

Virgil Brian Klinkner, 32, of Saint Cloud, for a Sherburne County warrant.

Craig William Scheidt, 50, of Bowlus, for a Sherburne County warrant.

Citations Issued:

1   Drugs - Possess/Sale Small Amount of Marijuana - No Remuneration
1   Drugs - Possession of Drug Paraphernalia - Use or Possession Prohibited
1   Motor Vehicle Registration - Operate Vehicle with Expired Registration
1   Motor Vehicle Registration - Display Cancelled/Stolen/Revoked Plates
1   Motor Vehicle Registration - Unregistered-Certificate Revoked
1   Traffic Regulations - Failure to obey traffic control device
17  Traffic - Speeding - Exceed Limit
1   Traffic Regulation - Keep to the Right
1   Traffic Regulation - Passing - Overtaking Vehicle Fails to Pass to Left/Safely Clear
1   Traffic Regulation - Driver Fails to Stop for STOP Sign.
7   Traffic Regulation - Driver Must Carry Proof of Insurance when Operating Vehicle
1   Traffic Regulation-Uninsured Vehicle-Driver Violation
2   Traffic-Driver’s License-Driving After Suspension
4   Traffic-Driver’s License-Driving After Revocation
1   Expiration of Driver’s License - Under 21
1   Assault-5th Deg-Inflict or Attempt Bodily Harm
2   Disorderly Conduct - Offensive/Abusive/Boisterous/Noisy/Obscene
1   All-Terrain Vehicles-Fail to renew registration

Total: 45
Calls for Service:

3  Burglary
8  Theft
2  Assault
5  Drugs/Narcotics
2  DWI
2  Disturbing the Peace
5  Harassment
2  Obscenity
2  Property Damage
2  DAR/DAS/DAC
1  Crimes Against Administration of Justice
6  Trespass
18  Fraud Complaint
3  Animal Lost
1  Property Lost
1  Missing Person
1  Animal Found
2  Abandoned Vehicle
3  Accident – MV Personal Injury
11  Accident – MV Property Damage
1  Accident – MV Property Damage Hit and Run
6  Accident – Vehicle v. Animal
1  Animal Complaint
2  Conservation
2  Dog Complaint
1  Fire - Other
1  Fire - Vehicle
2  Fire - Grass
1  Alarm - Fire
23  Medical
10  Mental Case
1  Alarm - Medical
2  Miscellaneous Public
3  Domestic
11  Public Assist
23  Agency Assist
13  Alarm – Security
14  Civil Complaint
1  Administrative
89  Officer Initiated Traffic Stop
23  Traffic Complaint
4  Suspicious Person
10  Suspicious Vehicle
6  Juvenile Complaint
On April 5, Arielle Vanderbeek reported the theft of a lightbar from her vehicle while parked at Zimmerman Bowl on Gateway Drive in the city of Zimmerman. Value is estimated at $119.00.

On April 6, Holiday gas station on US Highway 169 NW in Zimmerman reported a gas drive off in the amount of $72.00.

On April 7, Jason Allen reported the theft of lumber taken from a build site on 272nd Avenue NW in Livonia Township. Value is estimated at $2,891.42.

On April 12, Raymond Heinen reported a theft from his vehicle while parked on Lincoln Avenue SE in Haven Township. Item taken was a Kicker speaker valued at $100.00.

On April 13, Jeffrey Rossberg on 221st Avenue NW in Big Lake Township reported the theft of a package from his porch. Item taken is an Alpine car stereo and installation kit. Value is estimated at $640.00.
On April 18, Lukas Rusin reported a theft at Viking Storage on 31st Street SE in Haven Township. Renter reported the theft of a catalytic converter from their RV. Value of the item taken is unknown at this time.